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Directionally Drilled HDPE Lime Sludge Lines
Under St. Joseph River Flood Control Levees
Fort Wayne, Allen County, Indiana
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), Detroit District, has completed an
environmental analysis in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act of
1969, as amended. The Environmental Assessment (EA) and a Public Notice (dated
October 25, 2021) addresses the environmental consequences of the directional drilling
of two, high density polyethylene (HDPE) lines under the St. Joseph River flood control
levees located in Fort Wayne, Indiana to carry lime sludge from the water treatment plant
(WTP) to the disposal site and a second line for communications. This request is being
reviewed according to the provisions of Section 14 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899
(33 U.S.C. 408).
The EA analysis, incorporated herein by reference, evaluated various project
alternatives. The recommended plan includes the installation of the HDPE lines by
horizontal directional drilling (HDD).
In addition to Alternative 1, “No Action” plan, two (2) other alternatives were
considered. Those alternatives included: installation of the HDPE lines by horizontal
directional drilling (HDD) (Alternative 2) and installation of the HDPE line by open cut
method, side casting excavated material, placing pipe bedding stone and backfilling the
trench (Alternative 3). The selected alternative and recommended plan is Alternative 2
which is the least impacting alternative meeting the project design criteria as discussed
in the EA. For all the alternatives, the potential effects were evaluated, as appropriate.
Potential effects of the preliminary recommended plan are summarized in Table 1.
All practicable and appropriate means to avoid or minimize adverse environmental
effects were analyzed and incorporated into the selected alternative and recommended
plan. Best management practices (BMPs) as detailed in the EA will be implemented, if
appropriate, to minimize impacts. No compensatory mitigation is required as part of the
recommended plan.
Public review of the EA and Preliminary FONSI was initiated by Public Notice on
October 25, 2021. All comments submitted during the public review period will be
considered and responded to by email.
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Exotic/Invasive/
Species
Farmland
Federally Listed
Species (T&E)
Floodplains
Groundwater
Drinking Water
Health and Safety
Topography and Soils
Traffic, Noise and
Aesthetics
Recreation
Social Setting/
Environmental Justice
Water Quality
Wetlands
Wildlife/Habitat

Pursuant to Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act of 1973, as amended, the
federally listed species in Allen County where Fort Wayne is located are the Indiana bat
(endangered), northern long-eared bat (threatened), eastern massasauga rattlesnake
(threatened) and the rayed bean mussel (endangered). Though federally listed species
are located in the county, no tree cutting is proposed, nor will any work be
accomplished in the water to affect the mussel. The work will not occur within or near
wetlands which is the habitat for the rattlesnake. Based on the proposed work within
the built-up urban landscape, the USACE determined the project will have no effect on
federally listed species and no further coordination is required with the US Fish and
Wild Service.

-3Pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended, the
USACE has preliminarily determined that directionally drilling two HDPE lines under the
river will have “no adverse effect” on historic properties. This preliminary determination
was submitted to the SHPO and the federally recognized tribes for concurrence on
October 25, 2021.
The project has no discharge to the waters of the U.S. and therefore no water quality
certification is required pursuant to Section 401, nor a Section 404 permit for placement
of fills pursuant to the Clean Water Act of 1972, as amended.
The work location is not within the Indiana designated coastal program management
boundary and the work does not have any reasonably foreseeable coastal effects.
Therefore, the Coastal Zone Management Act does not apply. The work area is not
within a designated Coastal Barrier as designated under the Coastal Barrier Resources
Act (CBRA) of 1982.
The proposed work complies with the Federal Executive Order on Flood Plain
Management (E.O. 11988). The proposed action would occur under the 100-year
floodplain as depicted on the FEMA National Flood Insurance Program map. The project
would not cause a harmful interference on adjacent property, nor increase the risk of
flooding or related flood damage, nor encourage floodplain development.
All applicable laws, executive orders, and regulations were considered in evaluation
of alternatives and coordination with appropriate agencies undertaken. Implementing the
proposed action would not result in significant cumulative or long term adverse
environmental effects. The project would cause no or insignificant minor adverse impacts
to cultural and natural resources, would not adversely impact navigation, water quality,
federally listed threatened or endangered species and their habitat, nor be injurious to
the public interest. Adverse effects would be minor, limited primarily to short term noise
and air emissions from equipment operations during construction.
Based on this EA, coordination with Federal agencies, state agencies and tribes, and
review by my staff, it is my preliminary determination that implementing the
recommended plan would not significantly affect the quality of the human environment.
Therefore, preparation of an EIS is not required. Following the 30-day agency/public
review period and consideration of the comments received, a final decision will be made
regarding the necessity of preparing a EIS for the proposed action.

________________
Date Signed

__________________________________
Scott M. Katalenich
Lieutenant Colonel, Corps of Engineers
District Commander
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1.1 Fort Wayne has flood control levees, flood control walls and flood water diversions.
The current flood protection design of the Fort Wayne and Vicinity, Indiana Flood
Control project was evaluated in the September 1987 FEIS, which was revised in April
1988. The selected plan included upgrading 35,000 feet of existing levees, floodwall
and steel sheet crib along the major rivers in the area, being the Maumee, St. Marys, St.
Joseph and Spy Run Rivers, to provide protection for a 0.005 (200 year) discharge
event. New levees and floodwalls were constructed only where necessary to tie the
flood control system to the high ground. A slurry trench was constructed under all
levees and floodwalls to minimize seepage. Pump stations were installed to remove
stormwater during rain events that is collected on the landward side of the flood control
structures. Stop log structures were installed where required for access.

1.2 PROPOSED ACTION, PROJECT NEED AND PURPOSE
1.3 The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Detroit District (USACE), Environmental
Assessment (EA) evaluates the environmental impacts of the proposed project, which
consists of excavating two access pits (12’x20’x12’) for the directional drilling of two
high density polyethylene (HDPE) lines under the St. Joseph River and, when line
installation is complete, filling the pits and restoring the surface. The City of Fort Wayne,
as the Section 408 permit requester, indicates that lime sludge is continuously removed
from the Fort Wayne water treatment plant (WTP) to make high quality potable water.
The lime sludge is pumped to a bio solids facility about 3 miles away to the east of the
WTP. Removal of the generated lime sludge is critical for WTP operations and cannot
be down for extended periods of time without compromising the quality of the drinking
water. Currently there is a single 10” force main that was installed in 1972 which has
experienced several breaks over the last few years. This project will connect a new 12”
force main to the filtration plant for transporting lime sludge, increasing the capacity and
resiliency of this essential system. The pipe will be constructed of high-density
polyethylene (HDPE) using horizontal directional drilling.

2.0 PROJECT AUTHORITY
This request is being reviewed according to the provisions of Section 14 of the Rivers
and Harbors Act of 1899 (33 U.S.C. 408).

3.0 PROJECT HISTORY
Fort Wayne was built in 1794 as a western fort and was named after Anthony Wayne.
Fort Wayne has recorded floods since 1828. Federal participation in flood control
activities start in the 1950s and the federal flood study was authorized by congress in
1972. The feasibility report was completed in 1976 and the FEIS in 1987. The City of
Fort Wayne is responsible for maintenance of the flood control structures under the
Operations and Maintenance Plan. The project FEIS considered the environmental
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impacts of constructing and operating the Fort Wayne Flood Control Project. However,
it did not consider the impacts of constructing HDPE lines beneath the project. USACE
also has determined that alteration to the flood control project requires a detailed
engineering analysis to insure the integrity of the federal structure is not compromised.
Thus, the request for the Section 408 approval for work on, over or under the flood
control project requires an evaluation under the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA).

4.0 ALTERNATIVES
4.1 Various project alternatives were considered as depicted below.
4.2 Alternative 1 – No Action (Future Without Project)
The “No Action” alternative is the baseline for evaluation of environmental impacts .The
“No Action” alternative assumes that the proposed project would not involve the
installation of lines to provide for the movement of lime sludge and communications
lines. The existing lime sludge line is inadequate and subject to failure. The “No Action”
alternative is not carried forward in this evaluation.
4.3 Alternative 2 – Directionally Drill HDPE Lines
This concept design consists of excavation of two pits in the uplands for access of the
drilling equipment. Once excavated and shored up to prevent collapse, the lines would
be drilled under the river maintaining a minimum 10 foot separation from the river bed to
the top of the HDPE line. Once the lines are installed and connected, the access pits
will be filled, and the sites restored.
4.4 Alternative 3 – Open Cut Installation of the HDPE Lines
Construction using the open trench method involves the excavation of the trench to
project depth resulting in the discharge of some sediments to the receiving water and
the requirement for permits and water quality certification under Section 401 of the
Clean Water Act, placing the excavated material on the riverbed or on a barge, installing
bedding rock, laying the pipeline, backfilling the excavated trench and restoring the river
banks where the crossing occurred. If the flood control levees were excavated, the flood
control structure would be rebuilt to original compaction specifications and stabilized.
4.5 The exact type and location of temporary structures and/or the placement of
construction materials cannot be determined at this time, since they would be incidental
to the work being performed. Examples are work and storage areas and construction
office facilities. If any temporary structures or construction materials would be placed
within USACE project boundaries or rights-of-way, the locations would need to be preapproved by USACE. Temporary activities will include appropriate precautionary
measures to prevent erosion and sedimentation or other undesirable environmental
impacts. These construction aids would be removed when no longer needed and their
sites would be restored upon project completion. Some variation in design details may
occur as a result of unanticipated design improvements, site conditions, or cost-saving
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measures. Any significant variations that fall outside of the scope of this EA or the
previous NEPA documents would be further evaluated.

5.0 ALTERNATIVE SELECTION AND RECOMMENDED PLAN
5.1 The tentatively selected alternative and the recommended plan for the proposed
project is Alternative 2 as the least impacting alternative meeting project requirements.
The plan includes the excavation of access pits, directional drilling for the installation of
the two HDPE lines, connection of the lines to infrastructure, closure of the access pits
and restoration of surface grade. The lime sludge line carries lime sludge used at the
water treatment plant to clarify raw water and carry the sludge to the appropriate
disposal slurry ponds.

6.0 AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT AND CONSEQUENCES
6.1 This section of the environmental evaluation identifies and analyzes the type and
magnitude of anticipated impacts associated with implementing the proposed project.
The anticipated impacts are outlined in Table 1.
6.2 Physical Setting - The St. Joseph River is one of three main rivers that flow
through or drain water from the Fort Wayne area. The rivers are the St. Marys and St.
Joseph that ultimately flow into the Maumee River. Installation of the HDPE pipelines
underground and beneath the flood control project does not impact the physical setting.
6.3 Weather - The Fort Wayne region has winter lows averaging in the 20’so F and
average summer temperatures in the 80’s with highs reaching the 90’s during some
weeks in July and August. Temperatures rarely fall below 0 nor exceed 95o F. Rainfall
averages about 40 inches per year but significant rain events have occurred. Installation
of the pipelines does not impact weather.
6.4 Land Use – Fort Wayne is urban and developed consisting of businesses, shops
and residential areas spanning over 110 square miles. The city continues to focus on
redevelopment and growth with the expansion of many buildings, including the public
library and art museum. The economy is no longer based on manufacturing but instead
centered on transportation and logistics, healthcare, financial services, leisure and
hospitality. Installation of the pipelines underground does not impact land use.
6.5 Topography and Soils - The topography of the lands in Fort Wayne and the soils
are not measurably impacted or altered by the project. The entrance and exit
excavation pits required for access for the HHD lines would be approximately 20’ by 12’
and 12’ deep since the lines are located approximately 10 feet below the riverbed.
Excavated materials unsuitable for backfill shall be prepared for and disposed of at an
appropriate landfill consistent with state statute requirements.
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Table 1: Summary of Potential Effects of the Recommended Plan
Minimal and
Insignificant
effects
Air quality
Clean Water,
Water Quality,
Wetlands
Climate Change
Coastal Zone
Management Act
Contaminant
Consideration
Cultural
Resources
Exotic/Invasive/
Species
Farmland
Federally Listed
Species (T&E)
Floodplains
Groundwater/
Drinking Water
Health and Safety
Topography and
Soils
Traffic, Noise and
Aesthetics
Recreation
Social Setting/
Environmental
Justice
Wildlife and
Habitat
Cumulative
Impact

Resource
unaffected
by action

☒
☐

Insignificant
effects as a
result of
mitigation
☐
☐

☐
☐

☐
☐

☒
☒

☐

☐

☒

☐

☐

☒

☐

☐

☒

☐
☐

☐
☐

☒
☒

☐
☒

☐
☐

☒
☐

☐
☒

☐
☐

☒
☐

☒

☐

☐

☒
☒

☐
☐

☐
☐

☐

☐

☒

☐

☐

☒
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☐
☒

6.6 Air Quality: Construction air quality effects would be minor as all equipment would
be required to meet emission standards. The construction equipment that will be used
for excavation and drilling the HDPE lines will produce diesel exhaust. The amount of
exhaust produced, even considering the duration of the work, will not measurably affect
the air quality within Fort Wayne or Allen County, IN. Allen County meets the National
Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS). Therefore, based on the emissions
discharges, exhaust emissions from the proposed construction activity are exempted as
de minimis and therefore meet the General Conformity Criteria pursuant to Section 107
of the Clean Air Act, as amended. The impacts caused by the proposed project
construction are considered temporary and minimal.
6.7 Clean Water Act, Water Quality and Wetlands: No work nor fill will occur within
the waters of the St. Joseph River. Therefore, the proposed work will not impact water
quality or wetlands, nor require a water quality certification, pursuant to Section 401 of
the Clean Water Act. The proposed work also will not require a Section 404 permit
pursuant to Section 404 of the Clean Water Act. The lime sludge that will be moved in
the HDPE line is continuously removed from the Fort Wayne water treatment plant
(WTP) to make high quality potable water. The lime sludge is pumped to a bio solids
facility about 3 miles away. Removal of the generated lime sludge is critical for WTP
operations and cannot be down for extended periods of time without compromising the
quality of the drinking water, thus the requirement for installation of another HDPE line.
6.8 Climate Change: Global climate change is expected to lead to six major types of
(physical) changes in the Great Lakes basin: (1) increased annual averages in air and
surface water temperatures (with greater extremes in hottest temperatures), (2)
increased duration of the stratified (thermocline) period, (3) changes in the direction and
strength of wind and water currents, (4) flashier precipitation (increases in the intensity
of storms and drier periods in between) and river flows, (5) greater variation in annual
ice cover/greater water surface evaporation/larger lake effect snow events, and (6)
greater variations in lake levels. Installation of the pipelines does not effect climate
change.
6.9 Coastal Zone Management: No work will occur within the coastal zone, as
indicated in the State of Indiana’s Coastal Zone Management Program. The work also
does not have any reasonably foreseeable coastal effects. Therefore, the Coastal Zone
Management Act does not apply.
6.10 Contaminants: The excavation pits (12’ by 20’ by 12’) for HDD are within the city
right of way and the HDD for line installation is located approximately 10 feet below the
riverbed. Excavated materials unsuitable for backfill shall be prepared for and disposed
of at an appropriate landfill consistent with state statute requirements. Therefore, the
proposed work does not change or cause any new circumstances in relation to any
contaminants of concern.
6.11 Cultural Resources: The USACE has preliminarily determined that no properties
eligible for or listed on the National Register of Historic Places would be affected
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through implementation of the proposed project. A “no adverse effect” determination is
being coordinated with the Indiana SHPO and federally recognized tribes.
6.12 Exotic and Invasive Species: A variety of invasive exotic plant and animal
species have entered the Great Lakes basins. A number of invasive exotic plant
species have become established along the Lake Erie shoreline and the tributaries
resulting in diminished wildlife habitat values. Some of the more aggressive invasive
species include giant reed grass, reed canary grass, purple loosestrife, Eurasian milfoil,
and glossy buckthorn. The round goby, Eurasian ruffe and the spiny water flea are also
exotic species of concern. The proposed directional drilling will create no new habitat for
invasive species and has no short-term, long-term or cumulative effects on exotic or
invasive species.
6.13 Farmlands: The site contains no farmlands and therefore would have no effect on
farmlands.
6.14 Federally Listed Threatened and Endangered Species: Current online listings
for Allen County, Indiana include the Indiana bat (endangered), northern long-eared bat
(threatened), eastern massasauga rattlesnake (threatened) and the rayed bean mussel
(endangered). Though federally listed species are located in Allen County, no tree
cutting is proposed nor will any work be accomplished in the water or wetlands. Based
on the proposed work within the built-up urban landscape, the USACE determined the
project will have “no effect” on federally listed species and no further coordination with
the US Fish and Wildlife Service is required.
6.15 Floodplain and Hydrology: The proposed action would occur under the 100-year
floodplain as depicted on the FEMA National Flood Insurance Program map. However,
the action would not cause a harmful interference on adjacent property nor increase the
risk of flooding or related flood damage. Specifically, the underground work would not
encourage floodplain development, nor impact flood stages. Therefore, the proposed
work complies with the Federal Executive Order on Flood Plain Management (E.O.
11988).
6.16 Groundwater and Drinking Water: The Fort Wayne municipal water supply
comes from the St. Joseph River. Fort Wayne draws an average of 34 million gallon a
day (MGD) from the river which is treated and filtered at the Three Rivers WTP in
downtown Fort Wayne. As the project does not involve work in the St. Joseph River, the
project will have no effect on the groundwater or on drinking water intakes but will
provide an overall positive impact on the potable water supply of the city.
6.17 Health and Safety: Construction will be conducted consistent with state health and
safety requirements. The project will not impact the health and safety of the surrounding
neighboring area.
6.18 Noise and Traffic and Aesthetics: Temporary and minor noise would occur from
the presence and operation of heavy machinery on land for excavation of the access
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pits, drilling and pit restoration. The disturbances would not be significant or long-term
and are consistent with existing urban traffic noise. There would be short-term, minor
effects during construction activities effecting minor traffic lane restrictions. Work will be
conducted within local restrictions. Impacts from construction are considered minimal
and insignificant.
6.19 Recreation: The urban work area is residential in nature and not a site of
significant recreation. The proposed construction will not impact recreational activities.
The project would have minor effects on recreational foot traffic in the area, as such
foot-traffic would need to be re-routed for safety in the short-term. However, the project
would have no effects on recreational foot-traffic in the long term.
6.20 Social Setting/Environmental Justice: The lands where the proposed work is
located are in the downtown urban area. No residents will require relocation from the
construction in the work areas. The project would have minor effects on the social
setting via the re-routing of foot traffic for safety in the short-term. However, the project
would have no effects on the social setting in the long term. The impacts from
conducting the proposed work are considered minimal and insignificant.
6.21 Wildlife Habitat and Wildlife: The urban work area has minimal wildlife or wildlife
habitat. Construction noise and construction activity may impact small mammal and
birds located in the immediate area but this disruption is considered temporary and
negligible. The access pits will be restored when work is completed. The impacts are
considered minimal and insignificant. No further coordination is required with the
USFWS under the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (16 USC 661) since the work does
not propose the water of any stream or other body of water to be impounded, diverted
or otherwise controlled or modified.
6.22 Cumulative Impacts: The city continues to upgrade infrastructure as needed and
the upgrades do require evaluation as to any impacts to the flood control structures. The
work and upgrades have been minor and have had minimal measurable impact on the
environment. Implementation of this project and other similar types of projects are not
anticipated to cause significant cumulative impacts to Fort Wayne or the surrounding
vicinity.

7.0 STATE AND FEDERAL AGENCY COORDINATION
7.1 Coordination is occurring with the Indiana SHPO and the federally recognized tribes
regarding specific details of the project.
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8.0 MAJOR FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
8.1 The proposed project has been reviewed pursuant to the following Acts and
Executive Orders: Fish and Wildlife Act of 1956; Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act of
1958; National Historic Preservation Act of 1966; National Environmental Policy Act of
1969; the Council on Environmental Quality, Regulations for Implementing the
Procedural Provisions of the National Environmental Policy Act (40 CFR Parts 15001508); the Corps of Engineers, Policy and Procedure for Implementing NEPA (33 CFR
Part 230), Clean Air Act of 1970; Executive Order 11593, Protection and Enhancement
of the Cultural Environment, May 1971; Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972;
Endangered Species Act of 1973; Clean Water Act of 1977; Coastal Barrier Resources
Act (CBRA) of 1982. Executive Order 11988, Flood Plain Management, May 1977;
Executive Order 11990, Wetland Protection, May 1977, Executive Order 12898
Environmental Justice, February 1994; Executive Order 13653, Preparing the United
States for the Impacts of Climate Change, November 2013.
8.2 This Environmental Assessment (EA) concluded:
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the proposed project has been found to be in compliance with the acts and
executive orders listed above;
The proposed action would be exempt as de minimis and meet the Conformity
Requirements under Section 93.153 of the Clean Air Act, 40 CFR, as amended;
The Coastal Zone Management Act does not apply to the proposed action, as it
is located outside of the State of Indiana’s coastal zone boundary and there are
no reasonably foreseeable coastal effects.
Although the project work location is located under the 100-year (0.01% Chance)
floodplain, the proposed action complies with E.O. 11988 because there is no
practicable alternative to construction; would not cause a harmful interference on
adjacent property nor increase the risk of flooding or related flood damage. The
proposed project would not encourage floodplain development, nor impact flood
stages;
There are no significant short-term, long-term or cumulative adverse
environmental impacts associated with implementing the proposed project;
The benefits of the project outweigh the minor temporary impacts that may result;

PUBLIC REVIEW

9.1 Copies of this EA are available to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, the State of Indiana, tribes, local agencies, interested groups,
and individuals for a 30-day review and comment period. Any comments concerning the
proposed project must be made within thirty (30) days from the date of notice. If no
comments are received by the end of the thirty (30) day review period, it will be
assumed that there are no comments. Because of COVID-19, the USACE will only be
accepting comments via email at: LRE-Section408@usace.army.mil
9.2 Any person who has an interest that may be affected by the project must submit the
comments in writing within the comment period of this notice and must clearly set forth
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the interest that may be affected and the manner in which the interest may be affected
by this activity. Also, any person who has a historical or cultural interest that may be
affected by the proposed action may submit written comments within the comment
period of this notice, clearly describing what historical or cultural interest may be
affected by this activity.
9.3 Following the comment period and a review of the comments received by the
USACE, the District Engineer (Detroit District, USACE) will make a final decision
regarding the necessity of preparing an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the
proposed work. Based on the draft conclusions of the EA, it appears that preparation of
an EIS will not be required; therefore, a preliminary Finding of No Significant Impact has
been included in the EA.
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Figure 2. Lime Sludge HDPE Crossing Location - Plan View
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Figure 3. Plan View and Cross Section of HDPE Crossing Location
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Figure 4. Dearborn at St. Joseph Looking Northwest at Flood Control Wall

Figure 5. Wagner Street at Griswald Drive Looking East Towards Earthen Levee.
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